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GULF STATES - UTILE"IES COMPANY

RIVER BENO STATION POST OFFICE BOX 220 ST. FRANCISVILLE. LOU'SIAt . 70775

AREA CODE 504 635-3237 387 4257

January 14, 1985
RBG 19904
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.1

_

Mr. Robert D. Martin, Regional Administrator-
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission bhhN$D
Region IV, Office of Inspection and Enforcement
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 -

22NArlington, Texas 76011

Dear Mr. Martin: "
-

River Bend Station Unit 1 .

Docket No. 50-458
Final Report /DR-193

On December 14, 1984, GSU notified Region IV by telephone that it
had determined DR-193 concerning post-LOCA passive failure in an
emergency core cooling system suction line in the auxiliary building
crescent area to be reportable under 10CFR50.55(e) . The attachment to
this letter is GSU's final 30-day written report pursuant to 10CFR50.55(e)
with regard to this deficiency.

Sincerely,

|h
N J. E. Booker

* Manager-Engineering,
Nuclear Fuels G Liscensing
River Bend Nuclear Group
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Attachment

cc: Director of Inspection G Enforcement
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 cE-2,7
NRC Resident Inspector-Site -j
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ATTACHMENT

January 14, 1985'
RBG'19904

DR-193/ Post-LOCA' Pump'and Valve Seals Failure
in the Emergency: Core Cooling System Suction

Lines in the Auxiliary Building
,

f

Background and Description of the Problem
,

During a review of-Calculation No. 12210-PN-283,:it was determined that
this calculation did not fully evaluate the post-LOCA, passive failure

(e. g., pump and valve seal, etc.).in an emergency core. cooling system
(ECCS) suction line in the auxiliary building crescent area.

Although the emergency core cooling. systems (ECCSs) are subject to all the
requirements of ASME III Class 2, including those associated with post-
commercial-operation ~ inservice inspection,- postulation of passive failures
is still required.

Safety Implication

Following.a postulated IDCA event, suppression. pool water level will'
not necessarily be at.its normal operating level. Since the level will
be affected by containment /drywell pressure, suppression pool. level-
instrumentation would not necessarily alert control room personnel to
the loss of suppression pool inventory due to.a passive failure. In -
. addition, the current design does not include safety-related instrumentation

(c. g., sump level detectors) or safetyirelated sump pumps in this area
~

'

of the. auxiliary building. Since all ECCS suction lines'are located
within the crescent-shaped el 70-ft area of the: auxiliary building,- a

,

4: postulated passive. failure in this area creates a potential for disabling:
! all ECCS due' to submergence of their suction line motor-operated valves,
i as well as a potential for an unacceptable loss of ' suppression pool water
4- inventory. Thus, the ability to detect and to control"the effects of
F ;such a postulated passive failure in time to preclude any. adverse' safety

impacts.could nottbe categorically demonstrated based upon the|present-
E plant design. -

Corrective-Action
!c
' - The: suppression pool pumpback system (SPPS)' described [below is -intended to=

- mitigate post-LOCA passive-failures. Passive failure?in this line could
produce an uncontrolled -leak of approximately-50 gpm. Detection and!
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. control of ths' effects of a' post-LOCA passive failure in an ECCS suction

. line valve in'the. auxiliary building ~ crescent area will be accomplished.
' by the SPPS. This system uses the two existing DFR sumps in the. crescent
area, including the existing vertical DFR sump pumps (two pumps per sump).
The SPPS provides pumpback capability to the suppression pool by means of a
4-in.11ine from the discharge piping of the sump pumps to the 10-in. high-
pressure core spray (HPCS) return-line to the suppression pool. The sump

. pumps will be controlled by a level element with .four level sensing switches.
The IcVel switch setpoints will Jbe set Efor low level pump shutoff, .
high level pump shutoff, high pump A start, high-high-level pump B

.

start with alarm,~and extreme high level alarm. The. normal DFR pump
'

s discharge flow goes .to the radwaste system; however, in a post-LOCA
scenario, the operator can redirect flow to the suppression pool.

Hardware modifications to implement the SPPS are as follows:

- 1. Replacing.two existing commercial grade sump level switches with
Class IE level elements..

2. Adding two Class IE air-operated isolation valves and'one
Class 1E motor-operated isolation valve (a Unit.2 HPCS will' be
used).

3. Adding two ASME |III, Class .2 check valves for containment
isolation.

4. Replacing existing commercial grade 1750-rpm pump motors which
Class IE 3500-rpm pump motors, thereby upgrading pump capacity
Trom 50 gpm each to 100 gpm,each (total pumpback capability'of

| 400 gpm).

5. Performing a seismic analysis on the pump assembly to qualify it,

for post-seismic operation. -

- The mechanical equipment configuration is depicted in E6DCR No. '-P-13,043A.,

hiver Bend Project Management Memorandum PMM-163,. Revision 3, will be
issued to include a generic review of postulated post-LOCA passive failures
and the associated flooding effects Lon plant safe shutdown.
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